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Two common invariants of a graph G are its node clique cover number, 8,(G), and its edge 
clique covef number, 8,(G), We present in ihis work a characterization of those graphs !for 
which they and their complements, e, have 0&G) = 8,(G) and 0&d) = @,(a). &a&s satisfying 
these conditions are shcswn to constitute a s&set of those graphs which we term C-graphs, 
We sha:: be concerned with undirected graphs $2. w&i& :have IQO loops or 
multiple t=dg;s and with cdle&ars -of ma$im@ ‘qm#&::mbgmphs (&ques) 
which in some sense cover G. We denote by &[a) the &Mm& number of such 
subgraphs whose union contains the! ntzde$ of c akd by 6,(G) the minimal 
number of such subgraphs whose union, is &D$f~: G (r&g and edges). Clearly 
B,(G)< e,(G). Other rektiorkhips betw$+$k&se two gkaphic;tl invariants #we 
been the &jec~ of several sties [l, 2,3, &6].‘_In this note we characterize thc;e 
graphs for which &,(G) = &@) and &,(6) = @&,: $&re- e is the compZement of 
G. 
Figs. 1 and 2 show two g-ra&s h@t$@~ #dove: property. It will be shown that 
these examples, represeritatkes resp&iveiy of Type I and Type II graphs, 
i&&&ate the only two &&es of graph; for which the property of interest 'holds. 
We define these classes precisely afte * Faust presenting some results which aid h 
their characterization. 
&hdhdth~l-i A unidqud no& df a graph G is a node which appears in exactly 
one clique of G. 
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Fig. 1. Example of a Type I graph. 
In E;‘g. 1 the unicliqual nodes of G are a,, a2, b,, bt, arnd c4. Lemma 1 below is 
proved in 121 and Lemma 2 in [l]. 
e,(G) = 8,(G) if and only if every edge of G is contained in at least one 
clique which in turn contains a uniciliqual node. 
ux&z 2. rf Q,(G) = e,(G), then there is a unique 
,-Nhkh es&de ail the nodes ar*d edges of G. This 
cliqrxe!: which cr~n,taln at least .WK unicliquc :I node. 
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O,\G) = 8, (G) = li 
8, (El = 8, (iz) = 5 
Fig. 2. Ehnqle of a Type PI graph. 
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The following lemma is obvious and we present it without proof. 
Lennrna 3. Get G1, Gat. _., c’,,, be the connected corftponents of G. Them B,(G) = 
8,(G) if and only if OJG,)= O,(Gj) for leach i = 1, ‘A,. . . , n. 
Lemma Q. If B,(G) =I O,(G) and 6,(G) = e,(G), theri at most one component of G 
has two or more nodes, i.e., ail components of G except for possibly one are isoZuted 
nodes. 
Proof. By way of contradiction, suppose there are two nontrivial components G, 
and Gw. From each select an edge, say (c,, u,) f?om G, and (w,, w2) from Gw. In 
G these edges have no interconnection: 
v, w2 
u2 Wt 
whereas in G the nodes are connected as follows: 
G is connected, and from Lemma 1 we know there 4s a clique of G containing 
edge (q, w J and this clique has a unicliquaI node n. This node n cannot be in G, 
since the a it would be adjacent to both wr and w2 in d and thus be in rt least two 
cliques. Similarly n cannot be in any corn nent of G other than G, since then it 
must be adjacent to both v1 and v2 in 8. We conclude that no such n exists, 
giving the desired contradiction. Cl 
Note that the hypothesis &,(G) = 8,(G) in Lemma 4 is not necessary and f’s 
simply included to fit the framework of the present study. Lemma 4 is not used 
directly in the sequel, but does motivate the concept of C-graphs, which are 
defined below. 
Ilmma 5. If O,(G) = 0,(G) and fl,(@ = t&(@, then at most one clique in the 
rvlinimal cover of G has two or more unicliqual nodes. 
rrssf. Sy Lemma 2 we know that the minimal clique cover of 3 is unique and 
that aI1 cliques in this cover have unicliqu9 nodes. Suppose two of these cliques 
have two or more ui;ictiquai” nodes each, say v, and v2 in one clique and w1 and 
w2 in the other. Let a1 be the connected component of G which contains 
vl, v,, wI and w2. From Lemma 3 we know &,(G,) = O,(G,). Then, similar to the 
proof to Lemma 4, we obtain a _o~~adi~tion. El 
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We now formally define the two classes of graphs mentioned earlier and then 
prove that they do indeed possess-the desired property -of 80(G) = B,(G+ and 
&(G) = 8 I@). It may be helpful to refer ‘to Figs. 1 and 2 as the de&&on is 
developed. 
An induced subgraph of a graph G consists of any subset of the nodes of 6’ 
along with all edges of G which have both endpoints in the specified subset. 
Defpbft%en 2. A graph G is a C-Graph if there is a set of nodes of C which 
induce a clique and all edges of G not in the clique have exactly one endpoint in 
the set. The induceif clique is called- a central clique of G (note that, in general, a 
central clique is not uniquely deXtermined). 
We will denote the nodes of some fixed central clique C by cl, c2, . . . , ck ; isolated 
:,&es of G by al, a2,. . . , u, ; and nodes adjacent to C, but not in C, by 
bl, b2, . . . ? I+ The a, and bj nodes art: all unicliqual nodes. Notice that if G is a 
C-graph, then so is G because ul, a2,. . . , a, and bl, bi, _. . , bi together with a 
free node q (if it exists) form the central clique in 6 and every other c; k adjacent 
only to nodes in that clique. 
We may represent a C-graph as shown in Fig. 3. 
The next lemma shows that the graphs of interest here are all C-graphs. 
Lem 6. If O,,(G) = 8.,(G) and 13”( i?) = $,(d>, t?ww G is a C-graph. 
Procof. Without loss of generality, we assume G is connected. From Lemma 2 we 
have :hat each covering clique contains at least one unicliqual node and Lemma 5 
says at most one of these can have two or more unichqual nodes. Label one 
unic:liqual node in each such clique i by 1”>,, for i = 1,2, . . . . , t&,(G). We now show 
cl 
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Fig. 3. A C-graph. 
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that G must be a C-graph lay showing that nodes other than the labeled bi’S form 
a complete subgraph. Label tht:se other nodes cl, c2, . . . , ck and assume there 
exists a pair of nodes, ci and Cj, that are not adjacent. The Ci and q are in two 
different covering cliques with, say, unicliqual nodes bi and bj, respectively. Then, 
similarly to the proof of Lemma 4, we obtain a contradiction. ci 
We now define the two subclasses of C-graphs. Let N(u) represent the set of 
nodes of G adjacent to node 21. 
1. 
Definition 3. Type I graph; d C- graph such that the central clique C contains at 
least one unicliqual node. 
Type II graph: a C-graph such that l 
(i) for every pair of c-nodes, N(ci) nN(Q contains at least one b-node, and 
(ii) for every pair of b-nodes, N(b,) U N(bj) does not contain all of the c-nodes. 
Notice that a Type II graph must have ICI 2 5. 
Lemma 7. A graph G is of Type I (11) if and only if G is of Type I (10. 
Proof. Because of the inherent symmetry, a proof is required in only one 
direction. Since G is of Type I or II, both G and G are C-~#X. If G is Type I, 
then at least one node in C, say c,,, is a unicliqual node. Thus, in G, ck is also in 
the central clique and is a unichqual node there and G is of Type I. 
Now if G is Type II, ho pair of 4’s and/or bj'S is adjacent to all Ci'S. Thus in d 
there exists, for every such pair, a ci adjacent to both members of the pair, 
implying no ai or bj is a ur.iclio,ual node and further satisfying (i). Also, in G every 
pair f>f Ci'S is adjacent to some 4. Thus, in G, no pair of Ci'S is adjacent to every bj, 
satisfying (ii). l2 
We now present the characterization theorem. 
Theorem. 8,(G) = O,(G) ancjl 6’,(G) = 0,(G) if and only if r3 is a Type I or Type II 
graph. 
roof. Sufficiency. Obviously r + I <r),(G)<O,(G)~r i-2+1. Now if G isof Type 
I, rome ci is a unicliqual node and C must be included in the cover. Thus 
O,(G) = r + Z + 1 implying eO( G) = 8,(G). On the other hand, if G is of Type II, 
every edge of C is covered by some clique containing a bj (by property (i)). Thus 
0 1(G) = r + I, again implying eO( G) = e,(G). Since G is also a Type I or Type II 
graph, a similar argument yields 0,(G) = 6,(G). 
Necessity. By Lemma 6 WC have that G and G are both C-graphs. Assume G 
is not of Type I, i.e., no ci is a unicliqual node and no bj is adjacent to every Ci 
kise it would be in C and a unicliqual node there). Thus, 8,(G) = 8,(G) = r+ 1 
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and every edge in C is contained in one of the cliques with a bj, satisfying 
property (i) of Type II graphs. Further, since 6 is not g Type 
argument can be used to show it also must possess property (i) 
implying, in G, that every bi and bj pair is not adjacent to 
satisfying property (ii) of Type II graphs. Hence G is either a 
graph. Cl 
I graph, the same 
of Type II graphs, 
some ci and thus 
Type I or Type II 
The above proof leads immediately to the 
Corolky. If G is a Type I or Type II graph, then Oo( G) + Oo(d j = n + 3. or = n, 
respectiuely, where n is the number of nodes of G. 
As a final comment, we I mention that NorS3aus and Gaddum [7] have shown, 
for all undirected graphs G a zving no loops or multiple edges, that x(G) + x(G) s 
n + 1, where x(G) is the chromatic number of G and n is the number of nodes. 
Since x(G) = tr,(d), it follows immediately that &,(G) + 6+,(G) s n + 1 and Type I 
graphs provide a family for which equality holbs. The converse is not true as is 
seen by &, the cycle on five nodts. For c&+ O&3,) + &,(e,) = 6, but c&S is not a 
Type 1 graph- 
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